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Background

9
In eusocial ants, aggressive behaviors require a sophisticated ability to detect and discriminate 
Conclusions
30
Our studies provide direct evidence that the antennae (as olfactory appendages) and odorant 31 receptors (at the molecular level) are necessary for mediating aggression towards non-nestmates. 
52
The formicine ant Camponotus floridanus live in colonies that are founded by a single 53 reproductive queen (2, 11). Workers nurse the queen's offspring, forage for food, and defend 54 nest and territory from non-nestmates (nNMs) (2). Although individual workers contribute to 55 broader colony-level phenotypes, the integrity of social behaviors depends on the collective 56 actions of the colony (12). Among these social behaviors, nestmate (NM) recognition is 57 especially important for establishing and maintaining discrete societal boundaries for C.
58
floridanus and many other species of ant (2). NM recognition is a dynamic behavior that has 59 been postulated to occur when an individual ant compares chemically encoded "labels" that it 60 encounters with potentially multiple neural-encoded "templates" that represent its own particular 61 global colony chemosensory signature whereby a mismatch between a foreign label and the 62 recognition templates leads to aggression between nNMs (13-15). The foreign label is derived, at 63 least in part, from subtle variations in the profile of cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) that 64 distinguish nNMs from NMs (6, 13, 16 The paucity of data in this regard may be attributed, at least in part, to the challenges of Here, we report studies that specifically address the odor coding of NM recognition by 122 utilizing a novel volatilization paradigm incorporating a set of highly selective Orco agonists and 123 antagonists to acutely and globally impact OR-based pathways in the context of an aggression 124 bioassay. In this manner, we are able to directly test the hypotheses that aggression is triggered 125 by the active detection and decoding of discrete chemosensory stimuli and more specifically that 126 the functionality of the OR-Orco ion channel complex is necessary for NM recognition.
127
Results
128
Nestmate Recognition Requires Antennal-based Signaling
129
We first aimed to develop an olfactory-based NM recognition bioassay in which two ants-
130
NMs from the same home colony or nNMs from two different colonies-were able to interact 131 with one another after an acclimation period (Fig. 1A) . To this end, we initially took a broad (C10) in adult workers exposed to heated air (blank control) or volatilized compound ( Fig. 2A) .
186
Here, we observed similar dose-dependent responses in both our blank control and VUAA0 ( agonist or antagonist before, during, or after exposure to each treatment ( Fig. 3B-D) .
235
Discussion
236
In ants and other eusocial insects, NM recognition depends on the ability to discriminate 237 between self and non-self where the recognition of non-self-in this instance nNMs-often leads 238 to aggression (reviewed in (56)). While it is clear that these aggressive responses are mediated by 239 the detection of subtle differences in the CHC profiles that demarcate individual colonies (6, 13, 240 16, 42), the precise coding of that information within the olfactory system has remained 241 ambiguous and, to some extent, controversial. Initially, we took a conservative approach to 242 validate both our bioassay along with the expected antennal requirement (43, 44) for NM 243 recognition (Fig 1) . Once established, this experimental paradigm was further adapted to (Fig. 3 ).
261
The observation that an Orco antagonist decreases aggression between nNMs is broadly 262 consistent with a simple U-present rejection model and supports the view that ants are not 263 actively recognizing friends (16, 58). However, the curious finding that an Orco agonist, which 264 would be expected to generate a foreign label different from that of the endogenous template, 265 would also decrease aggression between nNMs rather than increase aggression between NMs 266 suggests that the simple presence of foreign or otherwise imprecise cues are also insufficient to 267 elicit aggression. These studies therefore support a model in which an unambiguous triggering 268 stimulus must be precisely detected in order to evoke aggression. As such, we propose that the 269 recognition mechanism in C. floridanus occurs via a lock-and-key mechanism whereby the 270 specific parameters of the foreign chemical label key, defined by the combinatorial presence 271 and/or absence of salient odor cues, must be precisely decoded by an OR-mediated lock (Fig. 4) . that represent odor profiles which should be rejected from the colony and a certain level of 277 precision between the label and template is required to elicit aggression. 278 Furthermore, these data suggest that, when faced with some level of uncertainty, C. the treatments were conducted as well as the colony the ants were selected from for any given 337 trial were randomized using RANDOM.ORG (Randomness and Integrity Services Ltd.).
338
Electroantennography
339
Electroantennograms were performed using an IDAC-232 (Ockenfels Syntech GmbH, Responses were normalized to the hexane solvent control (set at 0) to account for changes in 362 sensitivity and/or antennae degradation over time throughout the assay, and these values were 363 used for subsequent data analysis. recovered from the CO2 before trial onset were discarded.
427
Statistical Analysis
428
Statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism v8.0.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc).
429
For the aggression bioassays, a two-way ANOVA was first performed followed by Holm- 
Availability of data and materials
452
All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and 453 its supplementary information files) (Additional files 3-9). 
